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Science 
 
The Science curriculum is designed to inspire curiosity in students so 
that they actively seek to be able to explain phenomenon in the world 
around them and learn about how scientists have discovered what we currently know and think. 
Within the teaching of Science, principles from the Education Endowment Foundation (EEF) (appendix 
item 1) ‘Improving secondary Science’ report is embedded alongside pedagogy distilled from 
evidence-based research. 
 
How is the curriculum planned?  
 
Through learning science, students are given a broad understanding of; the fundamentals of science, 
how scientists discover things, famous scientists and their discoveries and how science seeks to 
explain everything so they are well prepared for life in general and to take their science studies 
further if they choose to do so. 
 
The knowledge and skills required from the Science National Curriculum (NC) are broken down into 
distinct units at both Key Stage 3 and Key Stage 4 but we try and look at the secondary Science 
curriculum as a 5-year journey. The assessment model we use has key performance indicators (KPIs) 
that exemplify what students should know and be able to do at any specific point over the 5 years. 
 
In years 7 and 8, students cover the Key Stage 3 NC, introducing the main 
areas of Biology, Chemistry and Physics at a level that is suitable for them 
based on their prior attainment. (See appendix 2 for topics and order). 
Year 9 is the first year where students then begin to study AQA Combined 
Science or the three separate Sciences. Throughout, the key concepts in 
each Science are revisited and emphasised so that these are firmly known 
and memorised so they can be applied to unfamiliar contexts readily. For 
example, key concepts in Biology such as cells, transport, respiration and 
surface area are revisited many times in different contexts that are progressively more demanding. 
(Appendix 3 has the key concepts and when they are covered).  
 
Where the science learning compliments the learning in other subjects, key vocabulary and 
approaches are used to explicitly build links in the students’ schemas so that the learning in both 
areas reinforces each other and helps to make it more memorable. With Science this is most apparent 
in areas such as Geography (earth structure, pollution, population effects, limited resources), Maths 
(ensuring common approaches to work covered), PSHEE (development, reproduction and fertility 
control). 
 
To ensure that all students (and especially the disadvantaged) acquire the 
cultural capital to help them be more successful in the future we ensure that 
they acquire the scientific vocabulary that they need to and are aware of the 
scientists involved in some of the biggest scientific discoveries such as 
Darwin, Newton, Faraday and Einstein. 
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How is the curriculum delivered/taught? 
 
Checking prerequisite knowledge: Alongside recommendation 1 from the EEF report which is focused 
on Preconceptions, Constructivism (as detailed by the Royal Society for Chemistry) underpins our 
pedagogical approach to teaching Science. Questioning and quizzing is used to unpick 
preconceptions and then time is spent highlighting and challenging misconceptions to ensure that 
students have a solid foundation upon which they can construct their new learning. The link to 
prior learning and experiences not only ensures that students’ misconceptions are cleared up but 
it also reinforces the prior learning in long term memory. As can be found in the diagram attached 
below. 
 
Deliberate practice: During the sequences of learning students are given the opportunity to practice 
skills and use their knowledge in a multitude of ways ranging from Shed load of practice tasks to 
practical skill practice. Throughout the deliberate practice teachers are constantly questioning 
students and enabling them to interrogate and develop their schema. 
 
Communicating like a scientist: Throughout the five year journey students are exposed to a huge 
number of specific vocabulary and they are expected to use, scrutinize and define these words. In 
order to access scientific texts and literature, students need to be able to understand and use a 
wide range of subject-specific language. This is introduced gradually and the teachers will draw 
attention to new vocabulary and explore with students the component parts of words and how they 
link to other words. (For example, photo meaning light from the Greek phos/photos – in 
photosynthesis, photograph, photon, photobiotic). In their books, students keep a glossary of terms 
and are expected to refer to knowledge organisers this as necessary. Students are expected to read 
scientific texts and with teacher’s support unpick parts of this for what it means and any areas they 
are confused about. 
 
Regular testing: Testing is commonplace within lessons and with most of the assessment within the 
lesson focussed on students’ development. Most lessons will begin with a short quiz that assess prior 
content and content which has been taught in the past sequence and in any interleaving sequences 
prior. Teachers constantly assess students understanding through questioning as described above but 
also through the process of marled reviewing. A marked review involves the teacher deliberately 
choosing a set of examination questions for students to complete. The questions themselves are 
given a score which despite increasing stakes is productive as it enables students to judge their 
understanding of a topic and also enables Science staff to highlight key misconceptions at an 
individual and whole class level. The teacher can then respond by corrective teaching and targeted 
support. The use of marked reviews also enable the teacher to repeat areas of weakness through 
contextual changes in questions to identify and correct misconceptions and build schema. Students 
are given constructive feedback that celebrates strengths but that is focused on the next steps in 
learning. Within lessons, students are given time to act upon feedback in line with whole school 
policy. Throughout lessons teachers question individuals and give constructive verbal feedback – 
again focused on the next steps. Independent learning is used weekly and is built into the teaching 
sequence so that it compliments and reinforces the work covered in lessons. See diagram for how this 
dovetails with the learning sequence. 
 
Reactive pacing: This means that teachers do not race ahead to complete prescribed schemes of work 
but are reactive and use the techniques outlined in the diagram to ensure students develop 
understanding throughout the learning sequence. The need for spacing the practice of core skills is 
supported through Independent learning and marked reviews so that students are exposed to the key 
concepts throughout the learning sequence. 
 
Making students the owners of the learning:  The ability to think critically and to identify areas of 
development is the cornerstone of the scientific method. The need for students to reflect and to 
develop is naturally built into the 5 year journey through skills assessments which are colour coded to 
reduce the cognitive load to students when searching for previous examples of success in book. A 
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range of activities and styles are used so that, where appropriate, practical activities and the use of 
models are built into the learning sequence so that students can experience scientific processes for 
themselves and link challenging concepts to models to help them understand these and embed them 
in their long-term memory. This is further supported through independent learning. 
 
How is the curriculum assessed? 
 
Science assessment is focused on students taking feedback and then having the skills to act upon it in 
a timely fashion so knowledge is embedded and can be linked to other areas of the curriculum. The 
use of detailed feedback sheets across the department enables students to link their learning to the 
PLCs on Google classroom as a record of their progress. The bi-modular approach to summative 
assessments also enables students to link and build their learning whilst supporting teacher in 
identifying misconceptions. (See example in appendix item 4.)  
 
During Science lessons, standard practice is to carry out multiple levels of formative assessment to 
ascertain the conceptual understanding of students. This ranges from the use of examination 
questions to verbal questioning and finally the summative assessments. Teaching and learning across 
the department is aided by regular assessment of students’ progress through PLCs. The key concepts 
(appendix item 3) are shared with staff so that knowledge is interleaved and through retrieval practice 
students develop a deeper understanding due to pedagogical approaches such as fortnightly reviews. 
At the end of the learning sequences teachers produce a marked review. (process described above) 
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The diagram below shows how the learning sequences key characteristics of retrieval, practice, 
deliberate practice, corrective teaching, interleaving of key concepts, fortnight review and marked 
reviews enables students to progress. 
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Appendix item 1 
 
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/tools/guidance-reports/improving-secondary-
science/ 
 

 
Appendix item 2  

Questions
1 What is the equation linking kinetic energy, mass and velocity?
2 What are the units of energy?
3 What are the units of mass?
4 What are the units of velocity?

5
What is the equation linking gravitationa field strength, gravitational 
potential energy and height?

6 What are the units of gravitational field strength?

7 What is the equation linking energy transferred, power and time?
8 What are the units of power?
9 What is the definition of power?

10 What is the equation linking power, time and work done?

1 Ek= 0.5mv2
2 joules
3 kilograms
4 metres per second
5 Ep=mgh
6 newtons per kilogram
7 P=E/t
8 Watts
9 Power is the rate of transfer of energy or the rate of doing work

10 P=W/t

Answers 

https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/tools/guidance-reports/improving-secondary-science/
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/tools/guidance-reports/improving-secondary-science/
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Appendix item 3 
Key concepts in Biology 

 
• Life processes depend on molecules whose structure is related to their function.  

• The fundamental units of living organisms are cells, which may be part of 
highly adapted structures enabling living processes to be performed 
effectively. 
• Transport within organisms and between cells is essential. 
• Surface area is a fundamental feature of most biological systems. 
• Living organisms may interact with each other, with the environment and 
with humans in many different ways. 

• Year 7: Cells / genes and inheritance/ ecosystems 
• Year 8 food and digestion/ plants/ speciation and sampling 
• Year 9: bioenergetics/ infection and response 
• Year 10: inheritance and variation and evolution/ Ecology. Chemistry: 

Using resources and chemistry of the atmosphere. 
• Life on Earth is dependent on photosynthesis. 
• Year 7: cells/ ecosystems/ earth and the universe/ development of 

the atmosphere / Gambia 
• Year 8: plants/ respiration / speciation and sampling /  
• Year 9: cell biology / bioenergetics/ organisation/ infection and 

response (triple or separate sciences)  
• Year 10: ecology / rates of reaction / evolution and inheritance/ 

chemistry of the atmosphere / using resources for  
• Year 11: organic chemistry/ chemical analysis/  
• Organic compounds are used as fuels in cellular respiration.  
• Year 7: cells/ breathing and muscles/ ecosystems/ earth and universe 
• Year 8: food and digestion / respiration / chemical reactions and energy/ plants/ energy 
• Year 9: cell biology/ bioenergetics/ organisation /  
• Year 10: energy changes/ chemical changes/ quantitative chemistry / ecology 

• Year 11: rates of reaction/ organic chemistry/ chemistry of the atmosphere/ chemical analysis 
• The chemicals in ecosystems are continually cycling through the natural world. 
• Key Stage 4 Year 11: Chemistry of the Atmosphere -  

 : Using Resources 
 ; Ecology - Biodiversity & Waste 

• Year 10: Atomic Structure – Radioactive Decay 
 : Energy 
 : Bioenergetics 
 Year 8: Energy – Generating electricity & Power stations., Alternative fuels  
  The characteristics of a living organism are influenced by its genome. 
 Key Stage 4: Year 11 - Ecology – Competition 

                        - Sep Chemistry – Organic – Amino Acids – Organic  
        : Year 10 – Inheritance, Variation & Evolution, 
                        Physics – Radioactivity link to Mutations  
        :  Year 9 - Infection & Response 
                          Cell Biology 
        :  Year 8 – Speciation & Sampling 

             Year 9-11- Cell Biology 
                     - Genes & Inheritance 
 Evolution occurs by a process of natural selection and accounts both for 
biodiversity and how organisms are all related to varying degrees. 
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Key concepts in Chemistry 
 
Matter is composed of tiny particles called atoms. 

Yr 7 throughout where appropriate 
Yr 9 Atomic Structure physics 
Yr 9 Atomic structure and periodic table 
Yr 9 Particle Model physics 
 

 
 There are trends in properties and reactivity of elements in the periodic table. 
 Yr 8 Periodic Table and atoms 
Yr 9 Atomic structure and periodic table 

Yr 9 Bonding and Structure 
 
 
 
 
Reactions occur at different rates.  

Yr 7 Solutions 
Yr 7 Acids and Alkalis 
Yr 8 Chemical reactions and Energy 
Yr 9 Bioenergetics (Bio) 
Yr 9 Energy Changes 
Yr 9 Chemical Changes 
Yr 10 Rates of reaction 
Yr 10 Organic chemistry 
 
 Energy and mass are conserved in chemical reactions.  
 
Earth’s resources are finite and a sustainable and experimental approach is needed 
to secure these resources in future.  
 
 
 
The scientific model is used to develop 
ideas such as atomic structure. 
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Appendix item 4 
 

 
  


